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President’s Perspective (cont.)

by Phil Rustad

other commitments that would prevent them from
fulfilling their obligation to work the show. So
BOTC went to first received because it’s less work
for the person handling the entries. They figured
they may as well since if they didn’t fill, they’d lose
their volunteers anyway.

A Day at the Dog Show
I have recently started the agility careers of our
two younger dogs, Trip and Zack. After being out
of agility for a bit over one year, it was great to get
back to our local trials and to see some old friends
that were wondering where I’d been.
Going back to Novice and Open puts you back
on the show schedule for the whole day. As most
clubs schedule those classes to fit in around the
much larger Excellent classes, I had run times at
the BOTC show at both 8 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. This
provided me the opportunity to observe a fellow
club as they managed the combination stage show
and circus that comprises an agility trial.
What I saw was a well-oiled operation. They had
people there early to set courses, to assist the show
superintendent, to transport the judges and get refreshments ready for the many volunteers needed
to work the rings. It was not unlike our own agility
shows at SPDTC. But there was one difference.
They seemed a bit short of ring help.
I know because I checked when I entered that this
show was entry by first received as opposed to random draw. With the random-draw system, people
are guaranteed a running spot by volunteering to
work at the show. With the first received system
entries are taken in the order they are received. In
the past, BOTC has, like most clubs in our area,
used the random draw. This was to be sure they
would have enough people to work the show. In
talking about why they had switched, I was told
that last September, after their shows maximum
entries had not filled, people who had volunteered
suddenly “un-volunteered.” They had conflicts or

I was stunned. Sure, working a show is an inconvenience, but not as big a one as not having the
show at all. And compared to the burden it put on
the volunteer coordinator, it’s nothing. To think
that people were perfectly willing to withdraw
their help when they learned the show hadn’t filled
and that they hadn’t needed the reserved entry
spot left me cold—and more than a little ticked off.
(cont. on page 2)
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Bored? Get a ball...

(cont. from page 1)
Dog clubs operate only by the dedication and hard
work of volunteers. Without volunteers, there are
no classes, no trials, no seminars, no community
programs, no run through’s, no matches, No Nothing! To say you’ll do something in exchange for a
running spot and then back out after you’ve gotten
what you wanted from the bargain is un-sportsmanlike and disrespectful.
As I watched the show I digested this and I
thought about our club. We have dedicated people
who work hard on every trial and event we put on.
We use the random-draw system and always have
all the help we need for our agility trials, but that
system is not available for obedience trials. Result—we have to scrape and beg and dig for volunteers for every show. And it’s always the same
people who wind up doing the work.
So here’s my challenge to you. The board has decided to offer something in exchange for your time
and work on our obedience trials. If you will work
a day at an obedience trial, usually only three or
four hours, you will get a nights training on your
card. It’s not much but it’s something. Something
in exchange for work you should be willing to offer
to support the club we hope is giving you and your
dog a great experience.
I especially want to invite agility students to participate in this. A little exposure to obedience and
you may find that there are some skills found in
obedience that would help you in agility.
Contact the various chief ring stewards as listed in
our premium lists. Or talk to any board member.
Our shows function only with your help.
S t.
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St. Paul DOG TRAINING CLUB
Director of Training Update
By Kristi Portugue

Summer 2010
Greetings SPDTC members! I’d like to announce
this will be my last director of training update as
Ann Decker will be taking over the position effective July 1. I’ve really enjoyed working with the
directors, instructors and students over the past
two years and want to thank you for all you do to
make SPDTC an exceptional training club! Moving forward I’ll continue to serve on the SPDTC
board of directors, and I’m also involved in the local
Portuguese Water Dog Breed Club, serving as the
2010 president. When you see Ann, please help me
welcome her to her new role at the club.
You’ll find Ann’s bio and several more in the Instructor Spotlight section below. In each newsletter
we’ll feature several of our instructors.

Instructor Spotlight
The ongoing Instructor Spotlight feature is intended
to introduce club members to our fabulous instructors, and provide additional information on the
instructors you’re already familiar with. Instructors
were asked to provide information about themselves,
answering any of the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Director of Training and Instructor
Ann Decker, Advanced Agility
I have always loved dogs and can’t imagine my life
without them. I started training our labs in obedience as a teenager. After I finished law school, I
was able to pursue dog training more seriously as
a hobby. My husband, Dave, and I got our first flat
coated retriever in 1985. I tried pretty much every
dog sport—conformation, field and obedience with
him.
In 1989, Gus came to us from fellow club member
Mary Phelps. He was so talented that he really
got me hooked. He ended up with Master Hunter,
Championship, CDX and OA (having started agility
at nine years old!) titles.
We have had eight flat coats since that time who
have also been high achievers, earning SH, MH,
MX, MXJ, CDX and CH titles. In recognition of
their accomplishments, five of our dogs are members of the Flat Coated Retriever Society Hall of
Fame.
Until 1998, most of my time was spent field training and I was active as an AKC Retriever Hunt Test
Judge. Recently, I have been more focused on agility because I love the fun and teamwork involved in
the sport.
(cont. on page 4)

Favorite dog breed?
How many years have you been involved with
dogs and dog training?
When did you first start teaching and/or training at SPDTC?
In what venues do you currently train
and show?
Favorite training tip to pass along to
SPDTC members?
What do you like to do when you aren’t training and showing dogs?

Courtesy of Paul Englefield
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St. Paul DOG TRAINING CLUB
Training Update (cont.)
(cont. from page 3)
In 2006, I finished a MACH on my dream dog, Bud.
Unfortunately, he suffered a career ending shoulder
injury right after achieving that title. Since then I
have been lucky enough to train Joey, who is just
three years old. He has his Junior Hunter, MX and
MXJ. Dave and I currently have three flat coats at
home—Bud, Ike and Joey.
My history at SPDTC started with Friday night
obedience run throughs back in the mid-1990s. I
started training at the club after I got Bud in 2000.
I now train primarily in agility at SPDTC and since
2008 have been one of the instructors for the
Wednesday night Advanced agility classes. I am
currently serving on the board and looking forward
to the challenges of assuming the position of director of training. Kristi has done a phenomenal job so
there are some big shoes to fill but I know where to
find her for help!
My training tips are keep an open mind—there is
always more or something new to learn—and have
fun. You never know when you may not be able to
train or show your dog anymore so make the most
of every opportunity you do have to play with your
best friend.
Instructor
Judy Super, Open Obedience
I’m Judy Super and I’ve had Golden Retrievers
since I was able to get my own dog after college.
I started training Toby in 1976 from a Blanche
Saunders book. Following that introduction to
obedience, I joined classes at the local high school
in Bennington, Vt., and when my second Golden,
Tyler, won the graduation match there was no
stopping me!
That was 34 years ago and since then I’ve participated in obedience, conformation, agility, fieldwork
and tracking, and earned four OTCHs, seven CHs
on Goldens I own or co-own and have a variety of
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titles in all venues. I’m presently working (slowly)
on my first MACH with Vixen. Two of the highlights
of my showing were earning the breed’s 10th CHOTCH, my Simon, and showing his great grandson
Isaac twice at Westminster. I’ve bred a few litters
and am very proud of the working dogs and great
pets carrying the Westmarch name.
I love the Golden breed and spent four years on the
Board of Directors of the Golden Retriever Club of
America as well has holding a variety of positions
with the Greater Twin Cities GRC. I’ve been teaching Open classes at SPDTC for years and enjoy
helping people figure out the best way to teach their
dogs the exercises. My best advice is to be consistent and clear in your training.
On a personal note, I work full-time in sales at a
publishing/marketing company in Edina. When I’m
not busy with my dogs, I enjoy travelling.
Instructor
Jon Pidde, Beginning Obedience
I got my first English Springer Spaniel in 1982. He
was going to be my hunting dog, but I knew if we
were going to be running around the fields and forests I would have to have a dog that listened to me.
With that first dog I learned a lot of things about
dog training the hard way. Now, a lot of years later,
I have a better understanding of how to get my dogs
to be a “team member” with me.
My current dogs are English Springer Spaniels,
Jake and Benson. At this time I compete in AKC
obedience and agility as well as Spaniel hunt tests.
Jake is 12 years old and retired. Benson is five
years old and working toward his OTCH (Obedience Trial Championship). He is also moving into
Excellent Agility where he competes in the very
tough 20” class.
(cont. on page 5)
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St. Paul DOG TRAINING CLUB
Training Update (cont.)
(cont. from page 4)
Training tips: the most important thing to teach a
dog is “THE DOG IS NOT THE BOSS.” After a dog
learns that he is not the boss, you can teach them
just about anything. My other hobbies are golfing,
camping, fishing and hunting.
Instructor
Phil Rustad, Advanced Agility
Seriously? My first dog was an Irish Setter, then a
Brittany, then, well, you know. I’ve been involved
with dogs and dog training for 27 years.
I started at SPDTC in 1986. I taught beginner obedience for nine years and currently teach Advanced
agility as part of the Advanced Curriculum Team.
I show and judge obedience in AKC, ASCA, CKC
and BKC, (that's the Bahamas, mon). I show in AKC
agility and may give USDAA and NADAC a shot
with my new dog. I also may apply to judge UKI
agility—a really fun and different form of the sport.
Remember that this is a game we play with our dogs.
Have Fun! At the end of the day, no matter what has
happened—you get to take the best dog home!
Cindy and I are both Residential Realtors who
would love to help you with your move. I also write
murder mysteries, create stained glass windows,
play French horn, enjoy my grandchildren when I
can and I love cooking and cooking shows.
Instructor
Karl Blakely, Advanced Agility
Sheltie, don't know what my second choice would
be, but it would be from the Herding Group.
I grew up with German Shepherds in a rural setting. I have been involved for 13 years in training
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and showing Shetland Sheepdogs. I started as kennel help for Camay when she trained Joe in obedience. It's been nine years with my dog Abe in both
obedience and agility. I have been an AKC agility
judge since 2006 and a SPDTC board member for
about five years.
I started training about 9 years ago with my Sheltie Abe, we got our UD in obedience, but that was
about as far as we could go. Abe loves agility and
he is nearing his MACH 4 and is still going strong.
I started helping teach the Advanced Agility Class
about six years ago, and that’s also when I started
working on becoming a judge, the two really go
hand and hand with each other.
I just do AKC agility. I tried for a few UDX legs in
obedience, but no luck. With work, training, showing and judging, throw in a few hobbies and there
are not enough days in the week.
PLAY, PLAY, PLAY WITH YOUR DOG. With regard
to training, make it a game. Dogs love to play and
it reduces the stress levels. It's best to start when
they’re young and make sure you play at home, not
just when training. As far as showing goes, have
fun; what else are we doing this for? Fame, glory,
money? That does not apply to the vast majority
of us. In the end it's just us, a few friends and our
dogs spending time together. Remember the saying
"Every dog has his day."
I have a lake cabin near Detroit Lakes, I love spending time up there and enjoying all of the seasons,
fishing both summer and winter, snowmobiling,
riding my ATV in the forest, hunting and cruising
on the pontoon. The dogs also love to spend time
there just being dogs. A chipmunk in the wood pile
can keep them busy for hours.
S t.
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St. Paul DOG TRAINING CLUB
Feature Article
My Dog Has Learned the Fundamental
Agility Skills—What’s Next?
by Ann Decker

It is so gratifying when the “light goes on” and you
feel like you and your dog have mastered the fundamental skills of agility. But agility training is a process of constantly reinforcing those skills, adding
new elements and testing your own and your dog’s
competence and understanding. Sometimes retraining is even required when chronic issues arise.
There is much discussion in the literature about
setting criteria for skills—namely, what you expect
in performing a given skill—and the consistency
in applying those criteria. Why? Because if you let
your dog get away with not meeting the criteria
you have established, you may eventually lose the
performance you want.
The challenge of agility is not only mastering the
fundamental skills, but improving them over the
many years you and your dog may be lucky enough
to perform in the sport. Everyone has to reinforce
skills and most have, at some point in their career,
needed to retrain. There is no perfect way to reinforce skills. The best methods of reinforcement depend on the dog. Handlers need to think creatively
about what might work best.
The purpose of this article is to highlight some of
the issues to work on once you and your dog have
mastered the fundamental skills. Simplifying and
rewarding consistently go a long way to achieving
the performance you want.
WEAVES
1. Having your dog find and perform the weave
poles independently and fast is a skill that is
so invaluable to maintain. Keep working on
your dog finding the entrance to the weaves—
from any angle. Go back to the round the
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clock exercise. Change the obstacles before the
weave poles because coming from the chute or a
triple jump to the weaves is a different picture for
your dog than coming from a single jump.
2. Reinforce fast performance of the weaves by
adding wires or going back to channels on occasion. Take away the difficulty and stress and just
make the weaves fun. Rewarding at the end of the
weaves may also help.
3. Gradually work to get more lateral distance from
your dog in the weave poles. Many times when dog
pull out of the weaves, it is because the handler is
moving away to get in position for another obstacle. Lateral distance allows the handler the ability
to get to the next obstacle more easily.
CONTACTS
1. Too often handlers stop right next to their dogs at
the bottom of a contact obstacle. If your dog has
a 2 on/2 off contact position, vary your position
relative to the position of the dog. Run past the
obstacle or stay behind. If your dog understands
the concept, he will stop no matter where the
handler stops.
2. Work on releasing your dog, THEN moving. Oftentimes, a handler does both simultaneously. The
dog then thinks he is released not only on a verbal
command but also when the handler moves.
3. No matter how you train contacts, keep your dog
driving to the bottom of the obstacle, instead of
slowing down to find the down contact. You can
reinforce this with targets (2 on/2 off) or a hoop
on the floor (running).
4. Reward only when your criteria are met, not for
any performance of the contact. If your criteria
are not met, work on the skill until they are and
then reward.
JUMPS
1. Work on getting your dog to drive ahead of you
or away from you. Lateral and forward sends help
you get where you need to be and can be practiced
with one jump.
Perfect serpentines, 270s, 180s and other common jump sequences. Try different options for
(cont. on page 7)
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Feature Article (cont.)
(cont. from page 6)
handling them so your team is proficient in
performing them many ways.
2. Continue with jump chutes and circles to keep
your dog’s jumping form efficient.
3. Agility is all about jumping. Reward good performance when your dog executes a difficult sequence of jumps or responds with a tight turn.
START LINE
1. Keep reinforcing different handler positions by
starting with your dog, leading out on both sides
and varying the length of the lead out.
2. If your dog has trouble staying, add distractions
in the form of noise, movement or anything else
you might encounter at a trial. When your dog
does stay, go back and reward.
3. If your dog has a slow start, do one or two obstacles then give your dog a reward.
Agility is a continual learning process. Think about
what will benefit you and your dog. Use tools such
as the table below to help guide you in your training. Whether you have run 100 trials or one, there
are always opportunities to reinforce, improve or
even teach new skills to you and your dog. Most
importantly, HAVE FUN!!!
Courtesy of Donn Dobkin
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(Thanks to Will Koukkari for his help with this chart))

Skill
Weave Poles
Independent entry
Fast performance
Lateral distance

My Training Plan

Contact Obstacles
Handler position
Release
Drive to bottom
Jumps
Handler distance
Performing Serpentines
Performing 270s
Jumping form
Start Line
Lead outs
Different positions
Different first obstacles
Speed off the line
Other Issues
S t.
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Puppy Headstart Agility
Next block starts
Thursday, August 19, 2010
6 p.m.

Say "YUP" to your PUP!
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St. Paul DOG TRAINING CLUB
A Student's Story
From Novice A to an OTCH
by Angie
& OTCH Highroller Black Jack, UDX 2, JH, WC

I began my journey back in September of 2004
with my first competitive obedience dog. His name
is Jack he was five months when I got him and is
now five years old. I had been training with a friend
for a few months before learning about St. Paul
Dog Training Club. I walked in totally clueless to
the environment and what was expected. I was just
coming to watch.
As I was watching novice, the instructor told me to
come join the class. I was nervous and excited at
the same time. As weeks went by, I realized I had an
amazing dog and loved training. We started training everyday for at least 15 minutes. We started
competing in Novice in April of 2004, getting our
first title. We got a CD. I was so excited. We got two
first places and a second in Novice A.

Story (cont.)

After that we had to move up to Open. Open was
a whole new experience compared to Novice. Jack
loved it. There is jumping, fetching and stays out of
sight—what dog would not love that?
It was a year later that Jack was competitive in
Open A. He quickly got his title and had to move up
to Open B. OMG, Open B, I thought. That is where
all the experienced people are.
I was at my first show in B and was quivering with
nerves. I thought my leg would never stop shaking.
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I don’t remember how I did my first time in B, but I
survived.
I had now begun training in utility. It took about a
year or so to get ready to compete. I started training one exercise and another exercise would break
Everyone kept saying that is normal, don’t worry. I
thought that we would never get in the ring.
The big day came and I entered Utility A. I was a
mess the day of the trial. I broke out in hives and
was in tears before I went into the ring. We did not
qualify the first day—he missed a hand signal.
I then took another three months off to train and
then entered again. He did it and went three for
three and got his UD with two first places and one
second. We were well on our way.
I worked and worked with him and by April of 2010
Jack got his OTCH. And, on the same day he got
his OTCH, he also got his UDX2 and his fifth HIT,
which places him in the Golden Retriever Hall of
Fame. I want to thank all the people that helped me
along the way.
S t.
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I was determined to get better and better. I set a
goal with myself that I was not going to move up
to the next level of obedience (Open) until we got a
high in trial. We did it and got a score of a 200 in
Novice B in February of 2005. A perfect score!!! I
cried and cried. I may never see that again—it was
the biggest accomplishment ever. Well, maybe at
that time.
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Calling All Canines for
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Doggie Profile

Canine Photo Quest

Hey, would you like to see your dog profiled in
the SPDTC Newsletter?

Please, send high-resolution photos of your
dog or dogs for use in the SPDTC Newsletter.

Just send high-resolution photos of your dog
along with your dog's story to:

Photos can be e-mailed to:

momatemyhomework@gmail.com

momatemyhomework@gmail.com

Thank you!

SPDTC Newsletter Staff
Managing Editor: Carol Mehlhaff
Editor: Chris Hayes

Got
a Brag & Wag?
Just e-mail your B&W to:
momatemyhomework@gmail.com

